
Coelacanth Researcher Receives Rare 

Honour By FINSA reporter 22 February 2021.  

 

 

Professor Michael Bruton", awarded Royal Society of SA medal" 

Cape Town coelacanth researcher, Professor Mike Bruton, has received 

a lifetime achievement award for his contribution to biological science 

and the communication of science to the public. 

Last week he received the Marloth Medal from The Royal Society of South Africa 

in honour of his highly distinguished career. This includes his contribution to 

advancing his discipline through writings, service to science, nurturing younger 

professionals and fostering the public understanding of science. 
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Bruton, who found out in late November he would be receiving the medal, was a 

director of the JLB Smith Institute of Ichthyology (now SAIAB) from 1982-1994. 

He went on to work for the Two Oceans Aquarium in Cape Town in an 

educational capacity, and also founded the Cape Town Science Centre. 

Communicating science  

He says he was influenced by the first recipient of the award and coelacanth 

discoverer, Professor JLB Smith, whom he knew. He impressed on him the 

importance of not only doing good science but conveying the results of one’s 

research to the lay public. 

Another Coelacanth Sighting. A Fish with a Fossil Record 

Bruton is also a former PhD graduate of Rhodes University in Grahamstown 

(now Makhanda) specialising in freshwater fish in Zululand and elsewhere in 

Africa. 

According to a Rhodes University press release, Prof Bruton says the award 

means a lot to him, especially as it comes to him late in his life when he 

thought that his contributions had been forgotten. 

“I feel very humbled by the award, as there are so many great scientists out 

there. 

“To me, the most important point is to remain curious and inquisitive, and I 

have found that, as I grow older, I have become more curious,” he says. 

The 74-year old professor is now involved in writing and publishing popular 

science books. 

The Royal Society of South Africa says by awarding the medal to Bruton it is 

also paying tribute to the pioneering contributions of the late Professor 
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Hermann Wilhelm Rudolf Marloth (1855-1931), chemist and botanist, and his 

son the late Dr Raimund Hilmar Marloth, born in 1904 and a pomologist by 

profession. 

Both father and son were Fellows of the Society and left generous bequests to 

the Society without which the Society may not have survived. 

During his career Bruton also received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the 

South African National Science & Technology Forum in 2001. In 2012 he was 

awarded a Doctor of Science (DSc) honoris causa by Rhodes University for his 

services to science. 
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